1. Des- per - a - tion leads us here,
2. Rep - a - ra - tion leads us here,

leads us here.
leads us here.

meets us here,
meets us here.

Rev - el - a - tion brings us here,
Ju - bi - la - tion brings us here,

brings us here.
Higher elevation frees us here.

And I don't want to leave,

I don't want to leave this place.

No, I don't want to leave, I never want to leave this place.

It's so amaz-
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You’re un - chang - ing love.
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rev-o-lu-tion-ar-y
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love,

2.

rev-o-lu-tion-ar-y
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Fm (Em)          Dｂ (C)          Fm (Em)

love,          Your rev - o - lu - tion - ar - y love,          

Dｂ (C)          Fm (Em)

Your rev - o - lu - tion - ar - y love,          love,          love.          

Dｂ (C)          Aｂ (G)          Dｂ (C)

You’re a rev - o - lu - tion; I want to be rev - o - lu - tion - ar - y.          You’re a rev - o - lu - 

Bｂm7 (Am7)          Dｂ (C)

}
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Revolutionary Love

Chords Used in This Song

G  C  Cmaj7  Em  Am7  Em7